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Mr. Dan Ferguson
Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
P.O. Box 3090
Carlsbad. New Mexico 88221
dan.ferguson(iV,wipp.ws
Re:

EPA RCRA Compliance Inspection
EPA ID# NM4890139088

Dear Mr. Ferguson :
The Environmental Protection Agency conducted an unannounced Compliance Evaluation
Inspection at Waste Isolation Pilot Plant on May 25-26. 2010. Based on the information contained in
the enclosed inspection report. there are areas of concern identified at your facility for which EPA
may take enforcement action under the Resource Conservation Recovery Act (RCRA). The
attachments except for the photo log are not included in this report but will be sent upon request.
Please review the inspection report and make the appropriate changes at your facility as
discussed in the report. A copy of the CEI report will bee-mailed to the New Mexico Environment
Department. If you have any questions regarding this matter. please contact me at (214) 665-8006 or
email to Smith.Rhonda@epa.gov.
Sincerely yours

/

~

(.

rufonda Smith, Chief
Compliance Enforcement Section (6EN-HE)
Hazardous Waste Enforcement Branch
Enclosure
cc:

Art Vollmer
New Mexico Environment Department
2905 Rodeo Park Drive East. Building I
Santa Fe. NM 87505
A11. vollmer(tvstatc.nm.us
Parrish Roush
parrish.rous h~/h
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U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

RESOURCE CONSERVATION & RECOVERY ACT
COMPLIANCE EVALUATION INSPECTION REPORT

Facility Name:

WASTE ISOLATION PILOT PLANT (WIPP)

EPA ID Number: NM4890139088

Inspection Date:

Mav 25-26, 2010

Facility Location: 32 Miles Southeast of
Carlsbad, New Mexico 88220

Facility Mailing Address:

P.O. Box 3090
Carlsbad, New Mexico 88221

Type of Industry:
Site Regulatory Specialist:
Telephone:

NAICS Codes: 562211
Mr. Dan Ferguson
(505) 234-7018

Facility Description: The WIPP is a Department of Energy (DOE) facilitv used for the
disposal of transuraoic radioactive waste.

Type of Ownership:

K_Federal

_State

_County _Municipal

_Private

Did facility request a copy of the report?

X

HW Activities:

_Treatment
K.._Disposal

X Storage (<90d)
:-_· _Transporter

_Overview
_CDI
_Land Ban

_SubpartCC
_Sampling
_BIF
_Maquiladora

X Gen
_Storage

Inspect. Type:

.X.Lead
.X,CEI
_PCE
_Multi-Media

YES
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_NO

Inspection Participants: (name and phone number)
EPA Lead Inspector:

Ryan Rosser

Facility Representatives:

Dan Ferguson (DOE)
(505) 234-7018
Parrish Roush (URS)
(575) 234-8078
(575) 234-8127
Steve Travis CURS)
Hardy Bellows (Washington TRU Solutions) (575) 234-8257
Stewart Jones (URS)
(575) 234-8293

Other Participants:

Loreen Lithgow <NMED)

(214) 665-2247

(505) 476-6009

Checklists Completed: (Indicate number attached.)
_Generator
_TSD
_Transporter
_Generator Supplement
_Containers
_Incinerator
_Landfill
_Surface Impoundments
_Tanks
_Land Ban
_Groundwater
_Land Treatment
_Used Oil
_BIF
_Waste Piles
_Thennal Treatment
_Subpart CC
_LOIS
_Closure
_Post Closure
_Subpart BB
_Subpart AA
_Chemical, Physical, Biological Treatment
.K_Photographs
K_Attachments (facility documents)

Apparent violations noted during out briefing:

See Narrative - Areas of Concern Section

Reviewed by:

Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __
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WASTE ISOLATION PILOT PLANT-NARRATIVE

Introduction
On May 25th through May 26th, 2010, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
conducted a Resource Conservation & Recovery Act (RCRA), Compliance Evaluation
Inspection (CEI) at the Department of Energy (DOE) Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP), located
approximately 32 miles southeast of Carlsbad, New Mexico (Attachment A, Photograph # 1).
The purpose of the inspection was to observe and review the facility' s solid and hazardous waste
management practices, specifically as they are regulated under RCRA.
The EPA Inspector, Mr. Ryan Rosser, accompanied by New Mexico Environment
Department (NMED) Inspector, Ms. Loreen Lithgow arrived at the visitor' s center for the WIPP
the morning of May 25th, 201 0 to begin the CEI. The inspectors presented the security guard at
the visitor's center with their credentials and/or identification, announced the purpose ofthe
inspection, and requested to see the facility Environmental Manager. Soon thereafter,
Mr. Parrish Roush, Senior Environmental Engineer, and Mr. Dan Ferguson, Site Regulatory
Specialists, arrived at the visitor's center. Mr. Rosser and Ms. Lithgow watched a brief safety
video on the facility and were escorted to a conference room to conduct the entrance meeting.
During the entrance meeting, the EPA Inspector explained the purpose of the CEI to
Mr. Ferguson and handed him a Xeroxed copy of the RCRA Section 3007 that explains EPA's
authority to conduct this type of inspection. Additionally, the EPA Inspector explained DOE's
right to claim confidential business information (CBI). Attachment B provides a copy of
business cards of facility representatives present during the entrance meeting, site inspection, and
exit briefing.

Background/History
The WIPP was created for the storage and disposal oftransuranic (TRU) mixed waste.
Operations at the WIPP began in March of 1999 after the Land Withdrawal Act provided the land
to DOE. The facility sits on approximately 35 acres of land inside a fenced area but occupies
10,240 acres about 32 miles southeast of Carlsbad, New Mexico. The WIPP has about 400
employees currently at the site performing primary functions which include mining salt from the
subsurface and, receiving and disposing ofTRU mixed waste from alternate DOE facilities.
Attachment C provides site maps for the surface and subsurface areas of the facility. Currently,
the WIPP is a RCRA permitted transport, storage, and disposal (TSD) facility for TRU mixed
waste, large quantity generator (LQG) of hazardous waste, and a large quantity handler of
universal waste (spent batteries, fluorescent lamps, and mercury containing equipment). The
facility also generates used oil and used antifreeze.
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Operations/Processes
The WIPP' s primary operation is to provide subsurface disposal for TRU mixed waste.
TRU mixed waste containers are placed in waste disposal panels previously excavated from the
Salado Salt Formation approximately 2,150 feet below ground level. The TRU mixed waste is
generated at other DOE facilities and transported via trailer truck with special containers to the
WIPP. Attachment D provides a list of these facilities.
Salt is mined from the Salado Salt Formation in the subsurface and transported to the
surface via salt skip. The salt is emptied from the skip into dump trucks, and transported and
placed into the facility's salt storage extension area. Currently, DOE has about eighteen (18)
acres of salt storage. The amount of salt mined is determined by the amount of space needed for
waste disposal panels for TRU mixed waste disposal. Salt mining operations including
maintenance generally operate in two shifts Monday through Friday. Mined salt is also sold by
DOE.
TRU mixed waste received at the WIPP for disposal is designated either contact-handled
or remote-handled waste. Remote-handled waste has higher radiation levels than contacthandled waste. Contact-handled waste includes three (3) types of payload. These include waste
box (SW-B), drum payloads, and/or 10-drum overpack. Contact-handled waste is transported in
a TRUPACT II or HALFPACT. The TRUPACT II and HALFPACT are containers designed to
shield radiation and withstand a heavy impact during transport. During arrival, the contacthandled waste is either parked for surface inspection or stored in the parking area until WIPP
personnel are ready for inspection. Trucks are inspected one at a time. The initial surface
inspection is conducted on the TRUP ACT II or HALFP ACT. The surface inspection includes
collecting wipe samples and measuring for radiological dose rates. Upon completion and
approval from the surface inspection, the contact handled waste is trucked into the contacthandled bay storage area of the waste handling building. In the waste handling building the
TRUP ACT II or HALFP ACT is disassembled while being sampled and monitored for radiation
leaks. After t he drums of contact-handled waste have been removed from the pact, they are
stored on pallet in the ontact-handled storage area until transported into the subsurface. The
WIPP' s hazardous waste permit allows the facility to store contact-handled waste for up to 60
days in the storage area before final disposition in the subsurface waste disposal panels. Contacthandled waste is transported to the subsurface using fork lifts through the elevator waste shaft.
In the subsurface, the contact-handled waste drums are stacked three drums high into a
designated waste panel for final disposition.
Remote-handled waste is also transported to the WIPP via trailer truck. However, remotehandled waste includes a different type of transportation and storage capsule known as the 72B
canister. The 72B canister is designed to shield higher amounts of radiation than the TRUPACT
II or HALFP ACT. The surface inspection for the remote-handled waste includes collecting
swipe samples and monitoring for radiation leaks. Upon completion and approval the truck
enters the waste handling building through the remote handling bay. Remote-handled and
contact-handled waste enter the waste handling building through separate designated bay doors
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and are handled separately throughout the disposal process. The remote-handled waste is also
transported to the subsurface via the elevator waste shaft. In the subsurface, forklifts transport
the remote-handled waste from the elevator waste shaft to horizontal emplacement equipment
where the canister is pushed horizontally into a designated predrilled borehole in the wall of a
waste panel room. The borehole is then capped and closed with a concrete plug.
The WIPP manages a wastewater treatment facility (WWT) or sewage treatment facility .
According to a written description provided to the EPA Inspector by Mr. Ferguson, the WIPP' s
WWT has two parallel trains each consisting of an equally sized settling pond, polishing pond,
and evaporation pond. The WWT uses a biological treatment process. The WWT takes in
wastewater from the facility's restrooms, sinks and showers. All water is evaporated with no
discharges to the environment.
The WIPP is also an LQG ofhazardous waste and a large quantity handler ofuniversal
waste. The WIPP manages permitted less than 60-day mixed waste storage areas, less than 90day hazardous waste storage areas and satellite accumulation areas (SAAs). Permitted storage
areas are located surface level, and 90-day storage areas and SAAs are located both surface and
subsurface levels. The WIPP uses Washington 1RU Solutions (URS) for contract support which
includes managing hazardous waste onsite.
The WIPP's two (2) less than 90-day hazardous waste storage areas are identified as
building #474 (hazardous waste storage building) and S-550 East Alcove. The hazardous waste
storage building is located surface level and is utilized as the WIPP's primary hazardous waste
storage facility. S-550 East Alcove is located in the subsurface level. All hazardous waste
generated at the WIPP is stored in the hazardous waste storage building except for wastewater
generated from the subsurface waste shaft. Groundwater seeps down a subsurface waste shaft
and accumulates into a sump which gravity feeds into a series of boreholes drilled out by the
facility. Accumulated wastewater is pumped from the boreholes into a series of 500-gallon
containers stored in S-550 East Alcove. The wastewater is sampled for Toxicity Characteristic
Leaching Procedure (TCLP) metals and brought to the surface level. Non-hazardous wastewater
is discharged to the H-19 Evaporation Pond and hazardous wastewater is managed in the less
than 90-day storage area on the surface level.
According to the WIPP's 2009 Hazardous Waste Report, the WIPP uses Rinchem
Company (EPA ID# NMD002208627), Veolia Environmental Services
(EPA ID# NJD080631369), Rittman Transport Services (EPA ID # TND897789065), and Cast
Incorporated (EPA ID# COR000206722) to transport hazardous waste offsite for disposal.
Hazardous waste.generated by the WIPP is transported to Veolia ES Technical Solutions
(EPA ID# COD980591184) and Energy Solutions (EPA ID#UTD892598898) for disposal.
Used oil and universal waste are also collected and disposed of by Veolia ES Technical
Solutions. Attachment E provides a copy of the WIPP's 2009 Hazardous Waste Report.
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Site Inspection
After discussing facility processes, operations, and waste streams with Mr. Roush and
Mr. Ferguson, the EPA Inspector requested to conduct a site inspection of the facility. The EPA
and NMED inspectors accompanied by Messrs. Ferguson and Roush, Mr. Tom Kesterson, and
Mr. Mark Dziamski (group) left the conference room to begin the site inspection. The group first
arrived at the WIPP's parking storage area (Attachment A, Photograph #2). The parking storage
area was a large concrete paved surface on the south and southeastern side of the waste handling
building. At the time f the inspection, one trailer with an empty contact-handled capsule was
parked. The southeastern portion of the parking storage area houses a trupact trailer shelter. At
the time of the inspection, the trailer shelter had four (4) parked trailers with remote-handled
capsules.
The group left the parking storage area and entered into the waste handling building
through the contact-handled waste area (Attachment A, Photograph #3). The EPA Inspector
discussed the operations conducted in the contact-handled waste area with facility
representatives. A wallboard display depicting a photographic sequence of events for processing
contact-handled waste was set up in the processing area. Two (2) large pallets of double stacked
and shrink wrapped contact-handled waste drums were stored in the waste area. According to
Mr. Roush, facility generated waste in the contact-handled area includes only maintenance on
machines.
The group next arrived in the remote-handled area of the waste handling building
(Attachment A, Photograph #4). The remote-handling building processes only one capsule at a
time. The EPA Inspector observed a parked trailer with a 72-B capsule in the processing area.
The remote-handling area also displayed a wallboard depicting a photographic sequence of
events for processing remote-handled waste. The group left the waste handling building for the
conference room to continue discussions about the facility's operations on the surface level.
After continued discussions of facility surface level activities, the group left the conference
room and arrived at satellite accumulation area (SAA) #31 (Attachment A, Photograph #5).
SAA #31 was located on the south side of the safety and emergency services building. Labels on
the containers identified the hazardous waste as spent acetone. The volume of spent acetone did
not exceed 55-gallons at the time of the inspection. According to Mr. Roush, spent acetone is
generated fro m general maintenance activities.
The group next arrived at the compressor building. The compressor building houses air
compressor units and an oil/water separator. Condensed water generated from the atmosphere
off the air compressors is collected and placed into the oiVwater separator. According to
Mr. Roush, recovered oil is placed into a container and handled as used oil. The wastewater is
discharged to the facility' s sewer system. Outside of the compressor building, were four (4) 55gallon containers marked "condensate water". Mr. Roush stated the condensate water was nonhazardous. Analytical provided to the EPA Inspector during the records review showed the
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condensate water to be non-hazardous. It was noted that non-hazardous condensate water is
discharged to facility's WWT.
Next, the group arrived at the auxiliary warehouse or maintenance shop. The EPA
Inspector met with Mr. Randy Peacock. Mr. Peacock manages the maintenance shop. The
maintenance shop had one solvents parts washer. According to Mr. Peacock, the facility uses
ZEP Dyna 14 3 as a solvent. The parts washer is serviced by Veolia Environmental Services. t
the time of the inspection, the maintenance shop had a small container of used oil, container for
used oil filters and a sand blasting machine. Mr. Peacock stated the sand blasting machine had
not been serv iced and/or used in a long while.
The group then arrived at SAA #1-D located on the west side ofthe Core Storage Building
(Attachment A, Photograph #6). SAA # 1-D was housed in a small locked shed. At the time of
the inspection, SAA #1-D had a 30-gallon container with a spray paint aerosol can crusher. The
SAA had not yet exceeded the 55-gallon limit. The shed was also used for universal waste
storage. At the time of the inspection, there was one cardboard box and one 5-gallon bucket o f
universal waste.
The group moved on to the hazardous waste storage area (Attachment A, Photograph #7) .
The hazardous waste storage area included two small buildings (474 A and 474 B) with three (3)
storage rooms each (Attachment A, Photographs #8 and #9). The storage rooms were utilized to
separate the different waste streams generated at the facility. At the time of the inspection, the
EPA Inspector observed building 474 A with one room storing universal waste (spent batteries),
one empty room, and one room storing multiple boxes of spent HEPA filters. Building 474 B
was currently storing spent HEP A filters in one room and one 100-gallon container of spent
granulated activated carbon (GAC) (Attachment A, Photograph #10). Just outside of the
hazardous waste storage area was the facility's used oil storage shed (Attachment A, Photograph
#1 1). The facility also had additional spent batteries on large double stacked pallets (Attachment
A, Photograph # 12). At the time of the inspection, the facility had approximately fifty (50) spent
batteries. After inspecting the hazardous waste storage area, the group returned to the conference
room to discuss inspecting the subsurface area of the facility.
The following morning, May 26th, the EPA and NMED Inspectors traveled down the
elevator to the subsurface area of the facility with facility representatives. The inspectors and
facility representatives first arrived at SAA #30 for the Enriched Xenon Observatory. At the time
of the inspect ion, SAA #30 had one 5-gallon bucket of spent PPE and rags contaminated with
acetone (Attachment A, Photograph #13) . According to a facility representative, acetone is used
to clean equipment.
The inspectors and facility representatives left SAA #30 and arrived at the subsurface tool
crib area. The tool crib area houses tools that are supplied to facility employees working in the
subsurface. Near the tool crib area was SAA #20-A, and SAA #25
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(Attachment A, Photograph #14). According to facility representatives the two (2) SAAs are
used to separate two different waste streams. SAA #20-A stored punctured aerosol cans and
SAA #25 stored spent hilti cartridges.
The inspectors and facility representatives then left the tool crib area and arrived at the
subsurface used oil bay. The used oil bay was the primary storage area in the subsurface for used
oil, used oil filters, spent coolant and spent rags contaminated with used oil. Each used oil waste
stream was containerized in 55-gallon containers and placed on secondary containment pallets
(Attachment A, Photograph # 15).
After inspecting the subsurface used oil storage bay area, the inspectors and facility
representatives moved on to the subsurface less than 90-day hazardous waste storage area (S-550
East Alcove) . According to facility representatives, S-550 East Alcove stores lead contaminated
wastewater. The facility representative explained that over time, water from a perched
groundwater zone, seeps out the side walls of the elevator shaft, mixes with salt layers and drips
over a chain link fence used to support the elevator shaft walls. The water and salt combine to
corrode the fence which in turn seeps out lead. The lead contaminated water accumulates in a
sump at the bottom of the elevator shaft. From the sump the lead contaminated water gravity
feeds into a series of boreholes made by the facility to catch and pump the wastewater into 500gallon containers (Attachment A, Photograph #16). The wastewater is sampled and analyzed.
Hazardous wastewater is disposed as hazardous waste and non-hazardous is discharged to
evaporation pond H-19 under the facility's DP-831 discharge permit (Attachment F).
Upon inspecting the S-550 East Alcove area, the inspectors and facility representatives
departed for the former wash bay area. According to Mr. Roush, the wash former bay area is no
longer in use. The area was previously used for washing vehicles and machinery. The
wastewater generated from washing activities was characteristically hazardous for cadmium.
Mr. Roush also stated the floor is lined.
The inspectors and facility representatives left the former wash bay area and arrived at
location East 140/South 3310. This area housed the GAC unit. According to facility
representatives, the GAC unit was installed to capture carbon tetrachloride and carbon monoxide
in the air using activated carbon. After the activated carbon becomes spent, it is transferred to
the surface and stored in the less than 90-day hazardous waste area (See Attachment A,
Photograph # 10). According to Mr. Roush the carbon is changed out every ten (I 0) days to one
(1) month.
The EPA Inspector concluded the site inspection of the subsurface and requested to inspect
the facility evaporation ponds. Attachment G provides a site map of the evaporation ponds. The
inspectors and facility representatives returned to the surface to continue the site inspection and
arrived at Evaporation Pond A (Attachment A, Photograph # 17). The water level was low and
several areas of the liner could be seen. According to Mr. Roush, the water evaporates at a high
rate due to the hot and dry climate at this time of year. Mr. Roush further explained the
evaporation ponds are each synthetically lined and inspected monthly. Attachment H provides an
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example of a monthly inspection log for the evaporation ponds. During the site inspection of the
evaporation ponds, it was noted the facility uses Pond A, Pond 1, and Pond 2 to collect storm
water runoff. According to the inspection log in Attachment H, the liner for Pond 2 had cuts in
it. Mr. Roush also stated that collected storm water in Pond 2 is later used as dust suppressant.
The EPA Inspector inquired about sample analysis on the storm water. The last sample analysis
collected.from storm water runoff in Pond 2 was in 2005. The analysis showed the samples
collected from storm water runoff in 2005 to be non-hazardous. However, no samples have been
collected and analyzed since then. The Salt Storage Evaporation Basins 1 and 2 are used for
storm water runoff collection from the salt storage piles. At the conclusion of the site inspecti on,
the inspectors and facility representatives arrived back at the conference room to discuss records
needed for records review.

Records Review
During the entrance interview and site inspection, the EPA Inspector requested a list of
documents for review. The documents requested for review included a list of generators of waste
the WIPP receives, hazardous waste permit, discharge permits, site maps and diagrams of the
facility and evaporation ponds, inspection logs, contingency plan, hazardous waste manifests
from 2007 to present, process descriptions and analytical data for waste streams, training records,
and biennial report. After reviewing the requested documents, the EPA Inspector conducted an
exit briefing with facility representatives (Attachment B). During the exit briefing, the EPA
Inspector outlined areas of concern. The areas of concern are listed in the section titled, "Areas
of Concern".

Areas of Concern
During the inspection, it was noted by the EPA Inspector the facility collects storm water
runoff in Evaporation Pond A, Pond 1 and Pond 2. Storm water has the potential to pick up
contaminants from the facility before discharging into the ponds. Water from these ponds is used
as dust suppressant at the facility. The last sampling and analysis event performed by the facility
was in 2005. The facility has continued to use the water as dust suppressant without sample and
analysis prior to each event.
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Index to the Attachments
A.

Photographic Documentation
•
Photograph # 1 through Photograph # 17

B.

Facility Representatives
•
Copy of Business Cards

C.

Site Maps
•
Surface and Subsurface Area

D.

DOE Facility List
•
Transuranic Waste Generators

E.

2009 Hazardous Waste Report

F.

DP-831 Discharge Permit
•
Discharge Permit Renewal and Modification

G.

Evaporation Pond Site Map

H..

Site Discharge Area Evaporation Pond Inspection Log
•
Inspection Log for May, 2010

ATTACHMENT A
PHOTOGRAPHIC DOCUMENTATION

"LNITED STATES

ENVIRONME~TAL

PROTECTION AGENCY

Official Photograph Log
Photograph # 1

Photographer: Ryan Rosser

j Date: 5/25/201 0

State: New Mexico

City/County: 32 miles Southeast of Carlsbad
Locati n:

Ocpartm~nt

of Energy- \ a

t

Time: 0726 Hours

I olation Pilot Plant

ubject: Parking lot 'ic\\ ofthc front entranc
(WlPP).

to

the Department of ncrgy (DOE) Wa.te lsolation Pilot Plant

UNITED STATES

ENVIRONME~TAL

PROTECTION AGENCY

Official Photograph Log
Photograph # 2

Photographer: Ryan Ross r

J

Time: 0927 Hours

Date: 5/25 120 I 0

City/County: 32 miles Southeast of Carlsbad

State: New Mexico

Location: Department of Energy- Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
Subject: WIPP's park ing storage area for incoming trucks transporting transuranic waste. The parking storage
area is used to stage incoming trucks and test for possible leakage or contamination prior to entering the Waste
Handling Building. The trucks carry both contact and remote handled transuranic waste.
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONME.l\"TAL PROTECTION AGENCY
Official Photograph Log
Photograph # 3

Photographer: Ryan Rosser

J Date: 5/2-/.:WI 0

Time: 0941 Hours

City/County: 32 miles Southeast of Carlsbad

State: New Mexico

Location: Department of Energy- Wa tc I lation Pilot Pia t
Subject: Contact handled waste area inside the Waste Handling Building. Note: The Waste Handling Building
is divided by contact hand led waste and remote handled waste. Each area has its own process for testing the
storage containers for leakage and contamination prior to disposal. The contact handled storage area has three
(3) types of payload; I) . waste box, 2). drum payloads, and/or 3). l 0-drum overpack. The contact handled
waste area also gener tes wastes from maintenance and cleaning operations.
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
Official Photograph Log
Photograph # 4

Photographer: Ryan Rosser

I Date: 5/25/2010

Time: 1025 Hours

City/County: 32 mile Southeast of Carlsbad

State: New Mexico

Location: Department of Energy- Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
Subject: Remote handled waste area inside the Waste Handling Building. The remote handled storage area
processes only one type of torage capsule identified as 72-B Canister. Each capsule is tested for possible
leakage and contamination. The remote handled waste area also generates wastes from maintenance and
cleaning operations.
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTIOl"

AGE~CY

Official Photograph Log
Photograph # 5

Photographer: Ryan Ro. , cr

I Date: -/251?.0 10

Time:

City/County: 32 mile Southeast of Carlsbad

12~

Hour

State: New Mexico

Location: Department of Energy- Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
Subject: Satellite Acc umulation Area (SAA) #31 located directly outside of building 452. The two (2) larger
20-gallon containers w ere half-full of spent acetone at the time of the inspection.
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
Official Photograph Log
Photograph # 6

Photographer: Ryan Rosser

I

Time: 1410 Hours

Date: 5/25/2010

State: New Mexico

City/County: 32 miles Southeast of Carlsbad
Location: Department of Energy- Waste Isolation Pilot Plant

Subject: Satellite Acc umulation Area (SAA) # 1-D. At the time of the inspection, SAA # l-D stored one 25gallon container of punctured aerosol can residual, one 5-gallon bucket of punctured cans, and one 30-gallon
container of non-punctured aerosol cans.
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UNITE D STATES ENviRONJ\tlENTAL PROTECTIO~ AGE~CY
Official Photograph Log
Photograph # 7

P 1 t grap 1cr: Ryan Ro er
City/County: 32 mil

IDat :

; __ 2010

Time: 14_0 Hour

outhca. t of Carl bad

Location: Department of "nergy- \ a

t

tate:

'ew Mexico

I alation Pilot Plant

Subject: Facility less than 90-day hazardo 1s waste storage area. Less than 90-day area was encompassed with
a locked chain link fence.
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
Official Photograph Log
Photograph # 8

Date: 5/251201 0

ubjecl: Ha...:ardou Waste buildin::. 474-A located in jJ the lc than 90-ua hazardou wa te storag area.
Building 474- \\a a containment building \Vith three paratc cell d ign d to separate in ompatibl waste.
t the tim0 fthc: in pection, building 474-A contained univ r. al waste, and spent HEPA lilters.
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UNITED STATES EJXVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
Official Photograph Log
Photograph # 9

Photographer: Ryan Rosser
City County: 32 miles outhcast
Location: Dcp·1rtrncnt

J

Time: 1426 Hours

Date: 5/25/2010

or Carl bad

or Energy - Wa

'tat~:

' C\\

Me ico

tc !solation Pi lot Plant

Subject: Hazardous Vaste building 474-8 located inside the less than 90-day hazardous waste storage area.
Like building 474-A, building 474-8 was also a containment building with three separate cells designed to
separate incompatible waste. At the time of the inspection, building 474-8 contained non-hazardous spent
HEPA filters and low level spent granular activated carbon (GAC).
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
Official Photograph Log
Photograph # 10

Photographer: Ryan Rosser

I Date: 5/25/201 0

Time: 1430 Hours
State: New Mexico

City/County: 32 miles Southeast of Carlsbad
Location: Department of Energy- Waste Isolation Pilot Plant

Subject: One 100-gallon container of spent GAC located in the low level hazardous waste cell in building 474B. See Photograph# 9.
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U~ITED

STATES ENVIRONMEI\'TAL PROTECTION AGENCY
Official Photograph Log
Photograph # 11

•

~

'
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I
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•• t•

ontainer \\'US adjacent to huildino 474.
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
Official Photograph Log
Photograph # 12

Photograph r: Ryan Ro scr
City/County: 32 mile

I Date: 5/25/20 I0

Time: 1446 Hour

oulhca t of Carl bad

tate:

cw Mexico

Location: Dcpartm nt f Encrg) - \Va te I alation Pilot Plant
ubjcct: pent battcric ac umulation area. pent batt 'ric are placed on ccondary containment units located
just outside of perimeter fence for less than 90-day stora!:!;e area.
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
Official Photograph Log
Photograph # 13

Photographer: Ryan Rosser

I Date: 5/26/2010

Time: 081 0 Hours

City/County: 32 miles Southeast of Carlsbad

State: New Mexico

Location: Department of Energy- Wa tc l olation Pilot Plant
ubjcct: atcllitc ccum ulation rea ( AA) # 30. Contents of the ontaincrs in luded s cnt rags gcn n t d
from ckaning laboratory equipment. SAA # 30 is located underground in the subsurface area.
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
Official Photograph Log
Photograph# 14

Photograph r: Ryan Ro er

J

Oat :

~/26/_010

Time: 0827 !lour
State: lew Mexico

City/County: 32 mil s Southeast ofCarlsbad
Location: Department o f Energy- Waste Isolation Pilot Plant

ubject: S. A # 20-A and # 2- Jo ated near the ubsurface tool crib area. Labels on the containers indicated
the contents to be spent aerosol cans and spent hilte cartridges.
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
Official Photograph Log
Photograph # 15

Photographer: Ryan R

cr

I Date: 5126 20 I 0

Time: 0 4-+ Hours
State: New Mexico

City/County: 32 mile Southeast of Carlsbad
Location: Department of Energy- Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
Subject: Used oil sto rage in the Oil Bay area of the subsurface.
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
Official Photograph Log
Photograph# 16

Photographer: Ryan Rosser

I Date: 5/26/2010

Time: 0905 Hours
State: New Mexico

City/County: 32 miles Southeast of Carlsbad
Location: Department of Energy- Waste Isolation Pilot Plant

Subject: S-550 East Alcove less than 90-day hazardous waste storage area. Containers are used to store shaft
water. Water seeps down one of the elevator shafts and accumulates into a man-made sump which then gravity
feeds into a series of boreholes drilled to catch the water. Shaft water is then pumped from the boreholes to
these containers for sample analysis and disposal.
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
Official Photograph Log
Photograph # 17

Photographer: Ryan Rosser

J

Time: 1105 Hours

Date: 5/26/20 10

City/County: 32 mile · Southeast of Carlsbad

State: New Mexico

Location: Department fEn rgy - Wa tc tsolation Pi lot Plant
Subject: Evaporation Pond A.
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